CyberCenturion is a national cyber security competition programme for 12-18 year olds designed by
the American Airforce Association and sponsored by Northrop Grumman. It provides students with a
mechanism to learn technical skills in cyber security they would not otherwise develop until they had
already committed to that specific study in higher education. It is highly effective in demonstrating
and connecting young people with higher education and career opportunities in cyber security, and in
turn, roles in the wider field of STEM. The programme is delivered in a way that reflects the spirit of
the Northrop Grumman Foundation and its core missions. CyberCenturion is the UK sister version of
US CyberPatriot, and in 2020/21 Cyber Security Challenge UK completed delivery of the competition
for the seventh consecutive year running.
When the first UK Covid19 lockdown started, the CyberCenturionVI National Finals had very recently
taken place at face to face competition event in London. It quickly became clear that CyberCenturionVII
would be contested in a very different environment, but Northrop Grumman took the decision very
early on that CCVII would continue nonetheless. Movement restrictions impacting teams' ability to get
together to register, train and compete were major considerations for our project team.
Aligning on and delivering the following list of activities incorporated the necessary and significant
adaptations that were implemented to ensure players were supported into and throughout the
competition:
We developed a vibrant ‘Cyber in Space’ theme to capture participants' imagination, and engaged
with astronaut, Terry Virts to directly address finalists and highlight how critical cyber security is
to space missions both in orbit and on the ground.
Our press launch went virtual with an outstanding panel of STEM advocates consisting
ofProfessor Deeph Chana PhD of Imperial College London and STEM advisor to government,
Charlaine Richards, Head of Computer Science at St Augustine’s Catholic College in Trowbridge,
ex-competitor and All Girls category winner Nitya Sri Adapala, and Regional Director UK, Europe
and MENA at Northrop Grumman Space Systems, David Pile, sharing their advocacy for the
CyberCenturion programme, inspiring with their own experiences of STEM, and jointly pledging to
ensure as many students as possible were given the opportunity to participate in support of our
shared mission with the Northrop Grumman Foundation to remove all barriers to entering cyber
security competitions like this one.
We recruited CyberCenturion winners and alumni to develop new training materials in Linux and
Windows systems administration for the competitors plus a guide on successfully leading a
remote team to encourage engagement and support with learning and preparation, from
registration all the way through to the National Finals.
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We initiated a brand new mentor programme with STEM Ambassadors to provide direct support
for 20 team leaders.
We continued our collaboration with RangeForce to successfully trial migration to a browserbased platform to further facilitate participation for remote/dispersed teams. This innovation was
executed in a matter of weeks, and a first for the UK competition programme.
We were delighted to report that team registration numbers were maintained year-on-year since
CyberCenturion VI despite the global pandemic (totalling 435), noting significant uplifts in female and
mixed teams – from 60% to 72% in the Junior categories, and 46% to 59% in the Senior categories, as
well as welcoming a large contingent of brand new teams to the CyberCenturion community.
In December, Northrop Grumman took the decision that the National Finals would take place virtually
– a drastic pivot from plans to host the event at the National Space Centre to coordinating an online
experience that would take place across 27 different locations. Determined to ensure the first ever
virtual National Finals would be every bit as exciting as previous years' physical events, our team
embarked on extensive work to ensure safeguarding, adherence to Covid19 health & safety
considerations, and adapting and reinforcing rules to assure the integrity of the virtual competition.
We seized the opportunity to engage more students than had previously been possible, inviting those
not competing to support their teams throughout the National Finals and gain and develop valuable
skills by assuming the role of media and production crew – a fantastic way to showcase the broad
spectrum of careers to suit all talents within the cyber security industry. We are particularly proud of
our first ever online magazine showcasing some of the brightest young cyber talent in the UK and
British Overseas Territories who contributed to this year's success. And we were able to invite whole
school communities and participants' families to join the virtual awards ceremony celebrating this
year's cohorts outstanding commitment to their futures and resilience during a time like no other in
recent history. Overall competition winners, Team [sunglasses emoji] had competed as a
remote/dispersed team for a number of years prior, bringing to life the flexible nature of the
competition programme and living proof that decisions to break new ground and deliver the
competition despite the pandemic were well-founded.
Gillian Arnott, Northrop Grumman said: "This was an extremely difficult year for students but
Northrop Grumman was determined that the competition should go ahead. The Challenge team did a
tremendous job to make ensure the competition experience retained the excitement factor throughout,
delivering to the highest standards, and innovating in the face of adversity to ensure our younger
generations did not miss the opportunity to benefit from the CyberCenturion programme in a year
when so many other sacrifices impacting their education were forced upon students."
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